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Abstract 
Wehrfritz, B.A.F., On rings of quotients of group algebras of soluble groups of finite rank. 
Journal of Pure and Apphed Algebra 74 ( I991 ) 95-107. 
Let F be a field and G a finite extension of a torsion-free soluble group of finite rank such that 
the characteristic of F does not lie in the spectrum of G. The group algebra FG has a classical 
ring D of quotients. We prove that D is locally residually finite-dimensional over F. There are a 
number of corollaries. Our results hold more generally. For example. G could also be any 
sol;bte-by-finite linear group over the rationals or any metabelian group with torsion-free 
derived subgroup. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we extend some results concerning group algebras of polycyclic 
groups to group algebras of soluble groups of finite (Prufer) rank. The basic work 
on the polycyclic case was done by Lichtman, see [4] and [5]. More specifically we 
are concerned with the (classical) ring of quotients of such a’;gebras. Our primary 
reference for properties of soluble groups of finite rank is [9]. 
Let s denote the class of all finite extensions of torsion-free soluble groups of 
finite rank. Let F be a field and G a Z-group. Then the group algebra FG has an 
Artinian ring F(G) of quotients [3]. It follows that if G is only locally-Z. then FG 
has a classical ring D = F(G) of quotients, but in general D is only ‘locally’ 
Artinian. If (and only if) G is also torsion-free, then L> is a division ring. The 
main content of this paper concerns these rings F(G). However, for no extra 
effort we can be more general. 
Let y) be the class of residually (torsion-free-,‘) groups G with a series 
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of finite length, where G/G,,, is a S-group and each G,/G, _ , is residually 
(torsion-free abelian of finite rank). Clearly l!)-groups are torsion-free. If G E $‘I)& 
then FG has an Artinian ring F(G) of quotients. If G E J$?)$, then FG has a 
classical ring D = F(G) of quotients and D is a division ring whenever G is torsion 
free. The class t(y)?) contains all soluble-by-finite linear groups over the 
rationals for example. It also contains all metabelian groups with torsion-free 
derived group. 
For any group G let the spectrum spec G of G be the set of all primes p such 
that G has a Priifer p=section. The local spectrum I-spec G of G is the union of 
all the spec H as H ranges over the finitely generated subgroups of G. 
The local spectrum of a group can be substantially smaller than the spectrum, 
for example if G is the additive group of the rationals, then I-spec G is empty 
while spec G is the set of all primes. If K is a section of G, clearly 
I-spec G > I-spec K and spec G > spec K . 
&&&I Theo~nn. Let F be a field, n a positive integer and G a L(&-$group with 
char F $I-spec G. Let D = F(G) be the classical ring of quotients of the group 
algebra FG. Then the matrix ring D” x” is l’o~li’y rzsidually j3nite-di~,~e;?s~o~l~21 over 
F. More specifically, for any finitely generated F-subalgebra J of D” x” and any 
finite subset X of J there is an F-algebra homomorphism 4 of J with dim,(J+) 
finite and 4 one-to-one on X. If G is actually a minimax group with char F$ 
spec G, we can choose C$ so that 4 is defined on the subalgebra (J, G) generated 
by J and G and G+ is also finite. 
This theorem generalizes Theorem 1 of [17], itself a generalization of ii;ork of 
Lichtman in [5]. In some sense it deals with the basic case. The next step should 
be to investigate the ‘modular’ case where char F E spec G and the integral case 
where Z replaces F. There are a number of routine corollaries. The first extends 
results in [S] and [ 171. 
Corollary 1. Let n and D be as in the Main Theorem with char F = 0. 
(a) D carries a nontrivial trace; i.e. 
[D, C] -: (xy - yx: x,y E D) # D . 
(b) lf R is any subring of D” ‘I’, then [ R, R] n 5, (R) generates a locally nilpotznt 
ideal (I of R and le[R, R]. (Here l,(R) denotes the centre of R.) 
(c) If G is also torsion-free and R and CI are as in (b), then fl” = (0). 
Corollary 2. Let n and D be as in the Main Theorem with G torsion-free. Set 
p = char F 2 0. 
(a) A unipotent subgroup U of GL(n, D) is rmitriarrglrlari~able; that is, U is a 
stability subgroup in the sense of [ 131. 
(b) Let H be a subgroup of the group of units of some @nitely generated subring _ 
J of D”““; for example, choose H to be any finitely generated subgroup oJf 
GL(n, D ). Then H is residually finite. 
(s) Let H be as in (b) above. If p = 0 or n = 1, then H is torsion-free by finite. If 
p > 0, then H has a normai subgroup K- of finite index such that the elements of K 
of finite order are all p-elements; in fact, H E (R&,)‘& 
(d) Let P be any periodic subgroup of GL(n, D) and set U = ( I> if p = 0 and 
U = O,,(P) if p > 0. Then P is locally finite and PI U is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of GL(n, F). If p = 0 or if P has no elements of order p, then some conjugate of P 
in GL(n, D) lies in GL(n, F). lf p = 3, then P is isomorphk to a subgroup of 
GL(n, a=). 
This generalizes 4.2.3 of [13]. Part (a) and the beginning of Part (d) extend 
results in [4]. 
Let ,caL be a torsion-free abelian group of iinite rank Y and G a group acting on A 
as autornorphisms. This data determines a homomorphism 4 of G into 
Aut,( Cl! Oz A) s GL(r, Q) . 
Let G” denote the inverse image of the connected component of the identity in 
G4 in the Zariski topology. A is said to be a plinth for G if G” is Q-irreducible. 
This is equivalent to Q @z A being CM-irreducible for every subgroup H of G of 
finite index. 
2.1. Let F be a field, A a plinth for the group G and c\ L( nonzero, G-invariant 
ideal of the group algebra FA. Then FA /(I is algebraic over F. Cl 
2.1 seems to be well known in certain circles. It can be derived from Bergman’s 
Theorem [l, Section 31, which is the same result with A finitely generated. In fact, 
we make use of only the following special case of 2.1: 
2.2. With F. A, G and (\ as in 2.1 suppose also that A is actually a finitely 
generated module over J = Z[ 1 lp: p E v] for sornr set IT of primes with (I _2 tr 
Then FA/cl is algebraic over F and indeed dim,(FAlrr) <x. Cl 
In 2.2, if G,, = 4; x ( p: p E T), then A is also a plinth for G, and is 
G’,-Noetherian (it is already Noetherian over ( p: p E r j). Hence 2.2 is an 
immediate consequcncc sf f2, Therrrrm Cl. Actuallv Bergman’s proof of his _ ___ _ _ __ _ L . 
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theorem in [ 11 can be repeated with little modification to prove 2.2. since it is easy 
to see that in the situation of 2.2 the ideal tl contains a product of a finite number 
of prime ideals of FA. 
3. Generalizations of Raseblade’s Theorem 
The theorem we refer to here is Theorem E of [lo]. Let A be a torsion-free 
abelian minimax group, 5 an automorphism of A with A a plinth for ( 8) and ar a 
finite set of primes containing spec A. If rz E Z’ is not an eigenvalue of 5 on A, 
then a simple argument shows that 
where X(H) is the characteristic polynomi4 of 5 and HZ+ denotes the largest 
divisor of the integer m prime to all the elements of 7~. 
Let q > 1 be an integer. Then the integers 1 ,y( q”)l for n 2 1 involve infinitely 
many primes and yet 7r is finite. In particular. (1 x( q”)! +: n 2 l} is unbounded. Et 
follows casil1J 1 hat 2 - 
Ah-i A(6 - q”) 
'1~1 
is not periodic and so 
cf. the proof of 14) in [lo]. Note that we use here that A is a piinth. Then copying 
the proof of [lo, Lemma 51 we obtain the following: 
3.1. Assume the notation A, 5 and n above. Suppose F is a finite field. Then the 
intersection of the &invariant maximal ideat’s trt of FA with I A / nt( finite is (0). 0 
3.1 has certainly been noticed before, for example by P. Kropholler (1982, 
unpublished). Notice that FA can have maximal ideals nt with A/nt infinite. In 
Roseblade’s situation, where A is finitely generated, this is impossible. I would be 
interested to know whether 3.1 holds if A is not a plinth, at least where 
char F gspec A. [ 10, Lemma 51 suggests this might be the case. 
3.2. Let A be a torsion-free abelian minimax group, G a soluble-by-finite group of 
finite rank acting on A, F a yield and h a nonrero element of the group algebra FA. 
Then there is a semiprime G-invariant ideal (I of FA modulo which A is a unit and 
A is finite. 
3.2 is a generalization of Theorerr 2 of [ 171. the pelycyclic case. This result in 
turn extends [lo, Theorem E] and intermediate caic?rk of 3.L Harper and D. 
Segal, see ! 171 for references. 
Proof. We carry out initial reductions exactly as in the proof of [ 17. Theorem 21. 
First we reduce to F being finite. Then we reduce to A being a plinth for G. (Note 
that even though AI6 now need not - !x free abelian. j sti’rl splits over B. but now 
by Priifer’s Second Theorem (e.g. [ 12, 9.35]).) Trivially we may assume that 
A# (1). 
Suppose we can find a maximal ideal m of FA with A” n m = 0 and 1 A h1-c x. 
Then B = Ak-lt has finite index in A, so F l A lB has only a finite number of 
maximal ideals and these are per-rluted by G. Set (‘1 = n :,.EC; ms. Then 1 + ~‘r > B. 
so (A/(I( < *. Also FAh is semisimple. its maximal ideals are the IH%I for g E G 
and A is a unit modulo each I:?“. Therefore A is a unit modulo tl. We now 
complete the proof by copying Roseblade’s proof of his Theorem E. 
Using the reduction of (b) in the proof of [17. Theorem 21 we may replace G by 
any of its subgroups of finite index. In particular, we may assume that G is equal 
to the G” of Section 2 above. Then the structure of soluble linear groups over the 
rationals yields that G/C,;(A) is abelian and finitely generated. There exists an 
element x of G such that A is also a plinth for (s), we [ 10. Lemma F] or [7. 
32.34. By 3.1 the set !9i9l of max;lmal ideal, G 31 of s’ - F/J norijlajiZ@d bv .Y With 
1 A / ml< * is infinite. Clearly G permutes !N Each G-conjugate of- m E !N . 
contains AJd”“’ - 1. Thus the orbits of G on !V,,i are all finite. In particular. there 
are infinitely many such orbits. 
Suppose A” n III # 0 for every 111 E !J!X. Then there is an infinite subset % of !V:l,,i 
with A E 111 for all 111 E \3r‘. Each such m contains II= A”‘.7 since the members of 
9X are normalized by (x). If A is Noetherian as a G-module then by Brookes’ 
extension of Bergman’s Theorem [2, Theorem C] dim,(FAIL1) is finite. But then 
‘3: is finite, a contradiction, which proves the existence of 111 in this case. 
In general, spec A is finite since A is minimax. Let 5 be the product of the 
elements of spec A and set A 1 =Z[(-‘JQ A and G; = G x (6). Then A, is a 
plinth for G,. Also every periodic ( 6) -invariant factor of A, is finite. so A, is 
G,-Noetherian. By the previous case (which requires only 2.2 here note) there 
exists a maximal ideal m, of FA , with AC’, n 111, = 8 and 1 A, h, 1 finite. Set 
111 = III, n FA. Then A” fl m = 0, 1 A/m 1 5 * and the proof is complete. •l 
3.3. Let R = S[ H] be a crossed product of the semisimple F-algebra S = F[ H fl S] 
by the torsion-free abelian minimax group K = HI(H n S). where H n S is finite 
a& F is a field. Let G be a soluble-b~$kite group with firlite rauk actirlg 011 R I 
normalizing S and H, let m be a positive integer and cx a regrtlar element of R. 
Then there is a G-invariant ideal (I # R of R such that Hlc~ is firlite. cy is a wit 
modulo (I and (I = rad,& fl F[ H”‘]). the radical of the ideal iu R gerlerated b_~ 
(I n F[ ,“I]. 
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Proof. Set t = m(lH (7 SI!)” and A = H’. I’hen A is a torsion-free characteristic 
subgroup of H of finite index that is central in R and contained in H”‘. Let 
J = F[A] 5 R and note that J z FA is a domain If U is a free J-submodule of R, 
since the quotient fe!d K of J is J-flat7 Ik’ @I U is a free K&&module of rank 
rank,U in the K-module K BJ R and the latter can be K-generated by (H : A) 
elements. Hence rank, U 5 (H : A). Let M be a free J-submodule of R of 
maximal rank. Since ~1 is regular a! M z M is also J-free. If cy R n J = (0}, then 
cuM + J is J-free of rank exceeding that of M. Consequently cuR n J # (0) and we 
can pick A E LY R 17 J\(o). In the same way we can find p E RCY fl J\(O). 
Set u = Ap E J\(O). By 3.2 there is a maximal ideal m of .l with 1 Alm( finite 
and vG n m = 0. Now J is central in R, so mR = Rm is an ideal of R an 
a finite-dimensional F-algebra. Let x E G. Then for y = X-’ 
cu?‘R + nrR > (vYJ + WR = JR = R . 
Thus cy R + nt”R = R, = Ra, + nt’R similarly. Consequently (Y is a unit modulo 
ntSR. Since 1 A I ntl is finite and A' A ““’ - 1 lies in mX, the set { ntx: x E 6) is finite. 
Let 
a= n rad,(m’) = rad, 
?EG i_ 
‘I X/-‘/; nt”R , . 
/ 
Then R/a is a finite-dimensional semisimple F-algebra and a! maps to a unit in 
each of its simple components. Consequently (x is a unit modulo a. Also 
AlA”“’ - 1 lies in II, so IA/al and hence (~lcl( are finite. Finally S is a free 
F-module and R is a crossed product over SA, so R is free as J-module. Hence 
and therefore a # R. Also 
n ntXR = (n nt-‘) R 5 ((1 n J)R 
5 (a n F[H”‘])R 5 Q , 
so (I= rad,(cl n F[H”‘]). 0 
3.4. Let R = S[ H] be a crossed product of the semisimple F-algebra S = F[H n S] 
by the minimax group K = HI(H n 3 !. where H n S is finite and F is afield. Let G 
be a soluble-by-finite group with finite rc.,k acting on R normalizing S and H such 
that K has a series of finite [ength with torsion-free abelian factors. Let P be a 
normal subgroup of H of finite index and let CY = c rET tcu, E R\(O), where T is a 
transversal of H n S to H and the nonzero cy, are units of S. Then there is a 
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G-invariant ideal a# R of R such that Hl a is finite, CY is a unit nzodulo (I and 
a = rad,@ n F[P]). 
Proof. We induct on the length of the given series of K. We can assume the given 
series is a G-invariant normal series of K (modify the derived series of K). Then 
there is a normal G-invariant subgroup L > H n S of H with L/(H n S) torsion- 
free abelian and H/L having such a series of shorter length. 
Let U be a transversal of L to H, so 
R = @ uS[L] . 
UEU 
Then a! = c u&, where +te p,, lie in S[L]. By Higman’s Theorem [ 13, 1.4.13 and 
the hypothesis on the cy,, each nonzero /3,, is a regular element of S[ L]. 
Consequently so is p = nSllfO p, (multiplied in any fixed order). Set in = 
(L : L n P). By 3.3 there is a G [ H-invariant ideal 6 # S[ L] such that L/6 is 
finite, j3 is a unit modulo 6 and 
6 = rad S&6 n F[L n P]) . 
(Here G [ H denotes the split extension of H by Gj Then each /3,, is also a unit 
modulo 6. 
Now 6R = Rb = @ NEu ~6 since 6 is H-invariant. By induction there is a 
G-invariant ideal ct 2 6 of R with H/a finite, a! a unit modulo ct, (I# R and 
a/bR = rad R,rR(fl16R fl F[P/bR]) . 
Then 
a = rad,(n n (F[P] + 6R)) 
= rad,((a n F[P]) + 6 R) 
= rad,((cr n F[P]) + rad,,,,(b n F[L n PI)) 
= rad& n F[P]) , 
since if c is an H-invariant ideal of S[L] with S[L] /c of finite dimension, then 
(radSI,,c)’ 5 c for some positive integer s, 
((radSILIc)R)” = ((radSELIc)H)” = (radSIL,c)‘H 5 cH 
and so radSILlc 5 rad,c. Cl 
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4. Prime crossed products 
Let R = S[G] be a crossed product of S by G/(S I-I G). Set V = S f~ G, 
H = G/N and suppose ‘;I‘ is a transversal of N to G. Let b be a G-invariant ideal of 
S and set ct = bG. Then fi is an ideal of R and Rlct is a crossed product of S/b by 
H. 
4.1 (Passman [8]). (a) If I 1 i.~ c~i@Wly phe and H is u unique-product group, 
then (‘1 is completely prime. 
(b) If b is semiprime and H is locally poly-ordered, then (t is semiprime. 
(c) Lf b = &r; @ for some prime ideal 11 of S:, e.g. if 11 itself is prime, and if H 
is locally poly-ordered, then fl is prime. 0 
Passman has made a detailed study of prime and semiprime crossed products 
and 4.1 is an immediate consequence of his theorems, see [8; 8.5, 8.8, Exercise 
12.41. I am grateful to the referee for these references. 4.1 is much more special 
than Passman‘s results and the obvious simple-minded approach yields an elemen- 
tary and direct proof of 4.1. Ordered groups are unique-product groups and the 
unique-product property is locally and poly closed [7; l3.1.7, 13.1.8], Note that 
part (c) z!oses a gap in the proof of [13, 4.2.7(a)j. 
5. Rings of quotients 
5.1. Let G be a group with normal subgroups N 5 H such that G I H is polycyclic- 
by-finite, HI N is finite and H is torsion-free nilpotent of finite rank. Suppcse F is a 
field with char F prime to (H : N) and char F j&pec H. Let n be the augmentation 
ideal of N in FN. 
(a) C = FN\n is a divisor subset (that is, a multiplicative submonoid with the 
Ore condition) of regular elements of FG and the ring R = FG l C-l of quotients is 
Noetherian . 
(b) L. (1beaG-in~ariantidealofT=FH-C-‘withcr>n.ThencrR=clGisa - 
weak Artin-Rees ideal of R. Further, if U is any submodule of a@nitely generated 
R-module M, there exists an integer m 2 0 such that for all integers n Z= m 
where, if c is the nilpotency class of H, in general we take e = c + 1 and if (t = 11 (SO 
H = N), we take e = c. 
(c) Suppose GIH is poly infinite cyclic. Then Q = %&I R) is a divisor subset of 
R. lf G is also torsion-free, we can form the ring RQ - ’ = Q - 'R of quotients and 
then ni (~IRQ-‘)~ = (0). 
Here if 1~ is an ideal of the ring R, then ?&( 11) denotes the set of all elements of 
R that are regular modulo 11. 
Proof. (a) FZV is a domain [7, 13.161 and C is a divisor subset of FN; only the Ore 
conditions need checking and this can be done locally. If N is finitely generated PI 
is polycentra! and weak Artin-Rees [7, 11.2.81. Hence C is Ore in FN, e.g. (13; 
4.3.1, 4.2.6(b)]. Thus we can form in general the ring S = FN- C-’ = C-’ - FN. 
By a theorem of Snider [ 15, Theorem B] the ring 5’ is Noetherian. 
Since C is Ore in FN and normalized by G, so C is Ore in FG. see [ 13, 
5.6.3(a)], and clearly %,,(O) 2 ?&JO) 2 C. Thus we may foini the over-ring 
R = FG . C-’ of FG. Then R - FN l C -‘[G] = SIC;] is a crossed prr:duct ot the 
Noetherian ring 5 by the polycycltc-by-finite group G/N Consequently a theorem 
of P. Hall, cf. [‘7, 10.2.6], yields that R is Noetherian. 
(b) Let ni be the ideal of T generated by [N, ,H] - 1 for i =I 0, 1, . . . . c, so 
1t,, = 11 T and 11. = { 0} . Clearly each ni_, / 11~ is generated as an ideal by a central 
subset of T/ni. By (a) the ring T is Noetherian. Therefore, n,, is polycentral. Also 
T/ It,, is isomorphic to the group algebra F - Hl N of H1 N over F and so T1 II,, is 
semisimple (Maschke’s Theorem). Thus a/n,, is centrally generated and 0 too is 
polycentral. 
We work Aiow En the polynomial ring K[vj over R ia the sine vxiab!e x. Set 
T-=(T, (IX, Itid: 0 5 i < c, 1 5 j 5 3’+‘) 5 R[x] . 
Then T* is Noetherian [7, 11.2.61 or [ 11, p. 4761. Now G normalizes (1 and the It,. 
Hence 
Ra= (R, r~RX, IIiRX’: OSi<C, llj52”‘) 
= (T, G, ax, nix’: OS-Cc, lrj52”‘) 
= (T*, G) = T^[G] 
is Noetherian too, since G normalizes T^. Thus ctR is weak Artin-Rees [7, 
11.2.71. More generally, (*) holds, see [ 11, p. 4771 with e = c + 1. 
If (t=n, then H= N, T=S and 
SA= (S, n,Rx': O+<c, lsjs2’) 
is Noetherian. Consequently so is 
(R, niRxi: O<i<c, 15j52’)=(SA.G)- sl[G] 
and (*) holds with e = c. 
(c) By 4.1(b) the ideal (JR is semiprime. We claim that Z&R )’ ) 2 Q for each 
i. Now (OR)’ = (ct G)' = rl’G, since G normalizes I\. Hepcc 
(rtR)‘l(rzR)‘+’ = (d/d+ ‘) @Ir R . 
Now d/u’+ *embeds into a free right T/+moduPe since T/et is semisimple. Hence 
(ct R)‘!(~I R)' + ’embeds into a free right R/a R-module (T is a direct summand of R 
so R is flat over T). Hence Q consists of right regular elements on (CI R)‘l(a R)j+ ‘. 
Interchange left and right. A simple induction on i then shows that %J((lR)i) 2 Q 
for each i. 
We Slave now checked the conditions for [ 13,4.2.6]. By (b) of this result Q is a 
divisor subset of R. If G is torsion-free, then R is a domain [3] and we can form 
the ring RQ - ‘. Also R is Noetherian by (a) above, so n (aRQ- ’ )’ = (0) by (c) of 
[13. 42.61. Cl 
5.2. Let H be a torsion-free nilpotent normal subgroup of finite rank of the group 
G such that G/H is poly infinite cyclic. Let F be a field with char Fj&pec H. 
There is a division ring D of quotients of FG. Suppose cu is an element of FG and 
t, $ 2 1$ i’;E.,_,.‘:<T”:“” . iSllf ideal of FH such that 1 HI ill is finite and not divisible by char F 
and a = i$(; + * . -i- t,a_. ~rhere the f; lie in distinct iosets of H in G and the 
a, (;z f-/E’ a:-< i,lr,+ n-iodulo is. ?+A Rn --= F‘<7; i)G is ;i crossed pl.oduct of the 
finite-dimensional semisimple (by Maschke’s Theorem) F-algebra FE06 by G/K 
As such it is Noetherian a&u semiprime (by 4.1(b)) with ring of quotients 
D,, = R,, 9 %&.I)- I. Then 
the natural map of FG into D,, exttwds to q homomorphism 8 of 
FG[a-‘I(: D into D,, with n (ker o)‘.= (0). 
Proof. Set N = H fl (1 + 11). Then the hypotheses of 5.1 hold. With the notation 
of that proof consider a = il C- ’ < T. Clearly each cyj + Q is a unit of T/U and 
RhR is a crossed product of T/n by G/H. By Higman’s Theorem [ 13, 1.4.11 the 
element cy maps to a regular element of RhR and so FG[Ly-‘1~ RQ? There is 
a natural projection of RQ-’ onto 
(R/fi~?)(%~/,~(o))-’ . 
It remains only to identify RhR with R,,. 
FH naturally embeds into T = FWC-‘. If XEH and sEl+n, then C= 
F”( 1 + It) and 
xc-’ =x+(1 - xcx-‘)xc-l 
EFH+~HC-‘~FH+~L 
Hence T = FH + (1. Also FAbQa F F. 5o‘f,,,,(b) 3 C ami 11 = FH fl11. Conse- - 
quentry FH/ 6 s FH + a h = Th. Then K,, = /G / 6 C an< R II :: G are both crossed 
products of FHIb by GIH in the natural way and hence are isomcrphic. The 
proof is complete. 5 
6. The main proofs 
6. I. The proof of the mah theorem 
We start with a series of standard rtductions, cf. the proofs of The.>:em I and 
the Proposition, part (b) in [l?]. Firstly we may assume that tz = I. Secondly we 
may assume that G is finitely generated. so now G E P)<. Thirdly we may pass to 
a subgroup of G of finite index, so we can choose to have G E :!j. Then using I oi’ 
[14], cf. [17, Proposition, part (b)]. we can reduce to G being a tcrsion-free. 
finitely generated z-group. In particular, D is now a division ring. 
By a theorem of Robinson [9, 10.381 finitely generated P-groups are minimax. 
Thus from now on assume just that G is minimax with char Fgspec G. We again 
replace G by a subgroup of finite index and ZSSU.~X that G has a torsion-free 
nilpotenr ridrn~T 1 SUbgXNlp id Ski& ‘ibat G/H 1s iret. jhcii&i c‘ 1’ 5;nit; iz!‘;< Tee [.Is% 
Io.33]. Wow FG is an Ore domain. Hence there is a nonzero eiemcnt .y E FG wrth 
J 5 FG[r-‘1 and simple reductions show that we may assume that r E J n FG and 
X = (0, r}. It suffices to find an F-algebra homomorphism 4 of FG[r-‘1 with 
0 < dim,(Im 4) < 2 and 1 G4] < x. For since r4 is a unit of Im 4, we will have 
rl$#O. 
Let r= CrET.ia,, where T is a transversal of H to G and the (Y, E FL?. Let 
a! E FH be the product of the nonzero (Y, in some order. The upper central factors 
of H are torsion-free. Apply 3.4 with S = F. Thus there is a G-invariant ideal 
6 # FH of FH with H/6 finite, FHIb semisimple and a! a unit modulo 6. It follows 
that iAir=h nonzero clr, is also a unit modulo 6. Also char F does not divide 1 Hlbl , 
for H is nilpotent and F[HIb] s (FH) /b is semisimple. Then by 5.2 there is an 
F-algebra homomorphism 6 of FG[Y’] 5 D into the semisimple Artinian ring D,, 
of quotients of R, = FGIbG. Moreover, 9 extends the natural projection of FG 
onto RI,, n (ker 0)’ = (0) and H8 z H/6 is finite. Further, R,, is a crossed 
product of the semisimp!e algebra T,, = FWb by the free abelian groun G/H of 
finite rank. 
Clearly G8 contains a torsion-free normal subgroup A of finite index. Then 
A n HO = (I), A lies in the centre of G8 and hence D,,. and A z G/H. Also 
F[A] 5 D, is just the group algebra FA. Now TO is trivially free as F-module, so 
To[ A] 5 D, is free as FA-module, and also R,, is free as T,,[ A]-module. There- 
fore, R,, is free as FA-module and D,, is FA-torsion-free. It follows that D,, 
contains in a natursl way a quotient field Q of FA. Since (GO : A) is fmite, SO D,, 
10h B.A. F. Wehrfrirz 
is finite-dimensional over Q and D,, embeds into (2’“’ for some positive integer t. 
Now A is trivially polycyclic. (A very special case of) the polycyclic case, see [5] 
or [ 171. applied to Qfx’ yields an F-algebra homomorphism Ji of FG[r-‘18 with 
O<dim,(Im $)<x and IAt,bI<x. Set 4 = eJ/. Since (G8 : A) is finite, so is 
G& 0 
6.2. The proof of Corollary 1 
We prove the parts of Corollary I in reverse order. In (c) the algebra D is a 
division ring. Hence (c) follows at once from the Main Theorem and [ 17, 10(c)]. 
Consider (b). To prove u is locally nilpotent we may assume that G is finitely 
generated and by passing to a subgroup of finite index (cf. 9 of [ 171) we may, by 
increasing ~2, assume that G is torsion-free. Thus a is locally nilpotent by (c). 
Clearly I E l,(R) is not nil, so 1 e [R, R]. Applying this to R = D yields (a), 
namely 1 $ [D, D] and so D ---) Dl[ D, D] is a nonzero trace function. Cl 
KY. The proof of Corollary 2 
(a) We adapt the proof of [13,4.2.3(b)]. Let x E D""". The powers of x are left 
linearly dependent over D, so A$* + l l l + A,x”~ = 0 for some nonzero elements 
h, of D and some integers ni satisfying 15 n , < nz < l = - < n,. Suppose #5 is an 
F-algebra homomorphism of 
F[x, h,l,, A,?,,: 15 i 5 r] 5 D”“” 
suclr that some power of x-4 is nilpotent. Suppose that x5+ = 0 for scme s > n *. 
Then 
h,& .x’-$ = - A;./, . $4. x”t-“l-’ = () 
and A,4 is a unit. Hence xs-’ (b = 0. It follows that xn14 = 0. Hence if xtzl # 0, 
there exists no 4 as above with xtzl eker 4. 
Apply the above to an element x of the natural image I of the augmentation 
ideal of I/ (in FU ) in D” x ‘*. In view of 6.1 this yields that xtl’ = 0. Consequently I 
consists only of nil elements and Levitzki’s Theorem [ 13, i.3.91 implies that I is 
nilpotent. It follows that U is unitriangularizable. 
(b) This is immediate from the Main Theorem and the corresponding result for 
linear groups. 
(c) Consider the map 9 of the proof in 5.1. Then n i (ker 0) = (0). With H as 
in 6.3(b) the group H n (1 + ker 0) stabilizes the series { (ker 0)) and so is 
residually torsion-free nilpotent if p = 0 and is residually a p-group if p > 0. Also 
Hl( H n 1 + ker 0) is isomorphic to a linear group of characteristic p (of degree t 
over Q in the notation of the proof in 6.1). The claims now follow from the linear 
case [ 16; 4.7, 4.81; note that if p > 0, then GL(1, D) contains no eizments of 
order g. 
(d) If N is any finitely generated subgroup of P, then H is finite if p = 0 and 
HI@,,,(N) is finite if p > 0 by part (c). In the latter case OJ H) is finitely 
generated and, by part (a), nilpo’znt. Thus H is finite in all cases and hence P is 
locally finite. 
Let K be any finite-dimensional division F-algebra. Now G is torsion-fret:. Thus 
KG has a classical division ring K(G) of quotients by [3]. Then K BF D is 
isomorphic to a subring of K(G) and as such is a domain. We can now apply 
Theorem l(b) of [6]. Hence P/U is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(n, F) and P 
is even conjugate to a subgroup of GL(n, F) if G contains no nontrivial elements 
of order p. 
Periodic linear groups of characteristic zero are countable [ 16, 9.51. If p = 0, 
then P is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(n, E) for some countable subfield E of 
F and E is isomorphic to a subfield of @. The final claim of part (d) follows. Cl 
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